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Resistors

- Most circuits have more than one component called a resistor 
- Limits the flow of charge in the circuit 

- Resistance - a measure of limit on the charge flow 
- Most simple combinations of resistors are the series and parallel connections
- Total resistance of a combination of resistors depends on 

- Individual values 
- How they are connected 



Resistors in Parallel

Resistors are in parallel when each resistor is directly connected to the voltage 
source

- Wires have negligible resistance
- The resistors all draw the same current, and can operate independently



Ohm’s Law:

V= IR

V= Volts

I= Current

R= Resistance

Rs= Resistance in a Series Circuit

Rp= Resistance in in a Parallel Circuit

Series Circuit:

Parallel Circuit:



Circuit Equations:



a.) Rs= R1+R2+R3..... = (275 Ω) (10) = 2750 Ω

b.) 1/Rp = (1/R1)(10) = 1/(1/275)(10) = 27.5 Ω

     



Resistors in Parallel Continued
- Consider the currents / how they are related to resistance

- Each resistance in the circuit has full voltage →  the currents flowing through the individual 
resistors are:

-
- Conservation of charge implies that the total current I produced by the source is the 

sum of these currents:  
- Substituting for individual currents:                                           ← Terms in parentheses must be =

- Ohm’s law for the equivalent single resistance gives:                       ←  Terms in ( ) must be =

- Total resistance of Rp of a parallel connection is related to the individual resistances 
by: 

- Relationship results in a total resistance Rp that is less than the smallest of the 
individual resistances 

- When resistors are connected in parallel → more current flows from the source → 
total resistance is lower  



Example

a.)

d.)

c.)

b.)



Example (cont)

d.) e.)


